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2.
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Who rode the broom first with 
the witch?

What was the witch wearing?

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Name:_____________________________Room on the Broom

spider monster

hat necklace sweater

scarf candy hat

crow owl dog

dog bat

bow pumpkin flower

vampire skeleton bird

ghost scarecrowbird

goblin

cat

What blew off the witch?

Who found the witch’s hat?

Who rode the broom second?

What blew off the witch’s braid?

Who found the witch’s bow?

Who rode on the broom third with the 
witch?



9.

10.
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What fell to the ground?

Who found the witch’s magic wand?

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
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wand balloon

turtle frog rat

two three four

broke got wet got stuck

werewolf mummy

ghost monster animals

broom house pumpkin

Yes No

dragon

boot

How many animals were riding on the 
broom?

What happened to the witch’s broom?

Who tried to eat the witch?

Who scared the dragon away?

What did the witch make in her cauldron?

Was there room on the new broom for 
all the animals?
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Name:_______________________________________
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1.  Who rode on the broom first with the witch?____________________________

2.  What was the witch wearing? ________________________________________

3.  What blew off the witch? ___________________________________________

4.  Who found the witch’s hat? _________________________________________

5.  Who rode on the broom second? _____________________________________

6.  What blew off the witch’s braid? _____________________________________

7.  Who found the witch’s bow? _________________________________________

8.  Who rode on the broom third? ______________________________________

9.  What fell to the ground? ___________________________________________

10.  Who found the witch’s wand?________________________________________

11.   How many animals were riding on the broom? __________________________

12.  What happened to the broom? _______________________________________

13.  Who tried to eat the witch?___________________________________________

14.  Who scared the dragon away? ________________________________________

15.  What did the witch make in the caldron? _______________________________

16.  Was their room on the new broom for everyone? _______________________
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